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FONDATION ORIENT-OCCIDENT

F-RADIO: THE VOICE OF
DIVERSITY

MIGRANTS DU MONDE
GOES TO ITALY

DABA THEATRE
ASSOCIATION

If you want to hear music from all
over the world whilst hearing
relevant news about integration,
multiculturalism and diversity, then
follow F-Radio: FOO's radio that will
be available online from the 3rd of
November.

"Migrants du Monde" Lecce will see the
involvement of migrant, refugee and
italian women working for the
promotion of social cohesion through
the enhancement of the artisanal and
artistic heritage of embroidery.

Along with courses in darija, Arabic,
English and French, FOO is
organising a weekly open meeting to
learn how to communicate through
another important method of
expression: theatre.

LDS CHARITIES: INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP WORKSHOP
Creating an enterprise is a complex yet potentially extremely
rewarding activity. To explain what an enterprise is, how to start
one, how to lead a group of people and how to resolve conflicts,
FOO has partnered with LDS Charities to create a two-day
workshop on entrepreneurship.

EDITORIAL: WHO ARE WE?
2019 is tomorrow. FOO celebrates its 25 years of existence. The path we
have walked with you has left a trail of possibilities, hopes, and smiles on
the faces that yesterday were hopeless, and has planted the seed of joy in
the youths to whom we have been able to offer an education, training and
employment. We have shared many memorable moments alongside
migrants and refugees; instances of solidarity and compassion that enabled
them to regain their dignity and momentarily forget their misfortunes.
As we launch our new newsletter, I want to seize this opportunity to
express my admiration to the whole team for the work they have carried
out, for their commitment and above all for their dedication to our
mission, both social and humanitarian, that they never fail to demonstrate:
you are the women and men that this country needs to translate into
actions the hopes of a youth in their search for new ideas and dreams for
tomorrow.

DATES NOT TO
MISS
Every Wednesday and Saturday: a
new release by F-Radio
Daba Theatre every Tuesday
November 15th: Portraits and Histories
Activities to promote integration
through sport, awareness, culture and
hobbies (on-going till December) in
Rabat, Casablanca, Tanger, Oujda,Marr
akesh

Thanks to you all!

A newsletter is a regularly
distributed publication that is
generally about one main topic of
interest to its subscribers.
Newspapers and leaflets are types
of newsletters.
Newsletters are published by
clubs, churches, societies,
associations, and businesses—
especially companies—to provide
information of interest to
members, customers, or
employees.
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